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1: Baby Cots & Nursery Beds Online : Buy Baby Cots & Nursery Beds in India - www.enganchecubano.com
To protect your privacy, please remember to log out when you are finished. The Log Out button is at the top of the
page.!!

Send this info to a friend To: Check this box if you wish to have a copy mailed to you. See our privacy policy.
September 29, Buy certified and buy new. Certified products must meet the ASTM standard requirements
such as correct spacing of side slats or bars. Some of those bassinets could still be in circulation online and at
tag sales and secondhand shops. See two more babies die in Simplicity bassinets. Always buy newâ€”the
maker is required to put the date of manufacture on the product. Send in the registration so you can be notified
of a recall. See our Guide to a safe, healthy pregnancy and infancy. Say no to an heirloom cradle or bassinet.
Some possible hazards are an overly thick mattress or puffy sides, both suffocation risks, and legs with an
old-style latching mechanism that can unexpectedly release. Lock the wheels as soon as you finish moving the
bassinet from one room to anotherâ€”and keep them locked. Buy at least three fitted sheets so you have one to
use, one for the wash, and one as a backup. Put your baby to sleep in a wearable blanket swaddle sack instead
of covering her with a blanket. See more safe sleep tips. Use only those provided with the mobile. Place your
baby on his back in a cradle or bassinet, just as you would in a full-sized crib. Have you used a bassinet or
cradle? Why or why not? Tell us about your experiences in comments. Choose from cars, safety, health, and
more! Manage your newsletters here too.
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Download the Marketing to Children Overview fact sheet here. Marketing contributes to many problems
facing children today Marketing directly to children is a factor in the childhood obesity epidemic. There are
40, Disney Princess items on the market today. They are also targeted with advertising on the Internet, cell
phones, mp3 players, video games, school buses, and in school. Almost every major media program for
children has a line of licensed merchandise including food, toys, clothing, and accessories. National and
international public health organizations, including the American Psychological Association, the American
Academy of Pediatrics, World Health Organization, and the Institutes for Medicine have called for restrictions
on marketing to children. About half believe that marketing should be prohibited to children under Several
states have passed legislation to restrict junk food marketing in schools. References [1] Food Marketing to
Children and Youth The National Academies Press, p. The hostile takeover of childhood. The Case for Make
Believe: Saving Play in a Commercialized World. Letter to the FTC. Retrieved March 4, , from http:
Retrieved March 2, , from http: How ads get kids to say I want it! The meaning of brand names to children:
Journal of Consumer Psychology, 13 3 , p. These days, some teens covet expensive brand names in purses,
accessories. Invasion of the Techie Tots. Children and television advertising. The handbook of children and
media. Television advertising and socialization to consumer roles. Ten years of scientific progress and
implications for the eighties. National Institute of Mental Health, p. Wall Street Journal Online. Retrieved
March 3, , from http:
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3: Discover Top Rated Baby Swings - Reviews Ratings
Last year, we collected Cradle to Cradle product innovation stories from companies that have C2C-certified products.
We were inspired by what we heard, and have shared some of their stories below. We were inspired by what we heard,
and have shared some of their stories below.

Baby Swings For many parents, a baby swing is a must have in their house. As they imitate the rhythmic
rocking motion of the womb and work magic on your LO. Let us put it this way, if you can afford it, the
investment will pay for itself many times over. Be it relax, take care of other things in your house knowing
that your baby is in a safe place. With so many choices available out there choosing a baby swing or can be a
time-consuming task. And like many other moms and dads will call it a lifesaver too. It has all the essentials
you need: Perfect for a small house or an apartment. The toy bar is pretty basic but should hold the attention of
your LO. The hippo just hangs there out of reach; babies stare at it for a while, but after some time they might
find it boring. The seat position is perfect for young babies as it has deep sides and stops baby slipping
sideways. The wide base makes this swing very sturdy. It locks into place which makes it much easier to get a
baby in and out. The lock function also easily converts it from swing to stationary seat which is perfect for
feeding. To make it softer and more comfortable parents add a fleece blanket. It comes with 5 point safety
harness. And as you can imagine babies love it. There is also a calming vibration option which was very
helpful to put your baby to sleep. You can have the swing and vibrate ON at the same time or just one of them.
It has built-in music, 6 songs, and sounds. The tunes are lovely and soothing. For parents, the music is a hit or
miss. Which is normal when it comes to baby gears. Space saver and portable: It has easy grips on the sides to
pick it up and move if needed from room to room. Compact saves space design. You can wash the plastic parts
with a washcloth. You will need 4 C batteries for the swing function and 1 D for the vibrate. Batteries
typically last from a few days to weeks depending on the type of battery and use. And how hard it has to work.
The D battery for the vibrate goes in a different compartment. And it will still work for the swing and music.
Its only power source is batteries; it does not have an AC adaptor to plug it into a wall. While it has a few cons
like, basic toy bar, the seat could have a better padding and no AC adaptor I must say that this a great basic
multi-purpose swing and worth the money. The vast majority of parents are extremely happy with it. Not
cheaply made and very durable. All around a good buy. Perfect for someone on a small budget. Available in 3
different styles. Check Current Price on Amazon. Ideal for small rooms too! This is a great alternative to
traditional baby swings and provides a safe place to put your baby when mom or dad has to do other things.
Comfy, relaxing and very entertaining. Lovely design and beautiful neutral colors. It has plenty of options.
The seat has 2 different reclining positions and 6 different swing speeds, music and a bar above with plush
toys to keep your baby entertained. Settings are easily adjustable. Seat pad and the little animals are washable.
Portable and folds easily. Soft and comfortable Seat: It has 2 seating positions. Nearly fully reclined recline
and upright. The upright position is great when you start to feed solids and to give them a different outlook as
they grow and start to focus and explore the environment surrounding them. Until your baby is 3-month-old,
only use the seat in full recline. When in full recline, the seat lays back with a slight incline which is perfect
for infants. The swing works very well from an infant to months old providing it is used correctly. The chair is
soft, comfy and well padded including the head rest. The adjustable restraining straps will keep your baby
secure at all times. You can always add more toys if needed. The seat does NOT vibrate. The swing movement
is smooth and has a good range. It has 6 easy to adjust speed controls to suit your baby and their mood. From
gentle to more vigorous. There is an auto shut-off feature. You can set the timer for how long the swing should
go for 15, 30 or 45 minutes. If you do not select a timer setting the swing will auto-shutoff after 60 minutes.
The music has auto-shutoff after 15 minutes. It only swings back and front. It does not swing side to side.
Portable and folds flat: This swing is perfect for small spaces and folds flat when not in use or for travel.
Suitable from birth to max 20 lbs which is around months. Once your baby can sit up unsupported and move
around you should stop using it. To get maximum use out of it, we recommend getting it at or before birth.
Well made and should last for several children. The seat pad and head support are machine washable. It comes
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with clear instructions so the assembly is straightforward. You will need a screwdriver. You can still swing it
manually if the battery is dead. It does not support an AC adapter. Overall a great baby swing, it has all the
essentials needed for a good swing. It is a short period of time, but it will really pay for itself many times over
regarding freeing you up to have hands free moments to sit down and have a cup of coffee or to do something
around the house knowing that your LO is safe and entertained. Great price for something that is literally life
changing without breaking the bank. They are functional, comfortable and come in different styles to choose
from. A quick note regarding Fisher-Price swings: Although the vast majority of customers are very happy
with them, some customers have reported issues with the motor and loud clicking noises. All you need to do is
stop it and re-start or hit reset and it will work well again. Also, some older models require a push to get it
going. Stop it in the center and let go and the swing should work well again. Clicking noises or popping
sounds. Most of the clicking sounds are caused by the unit not being correctly assembled or because the
plastic piece that holds the canopy, is not in the right place. If you see the plastic that holds the net in the right
place pulled down all you need to do is put it back into place. Or if you do not have it put in the slots tightly it
can interfere with the spinning and make clicking noises. Also in some models, the motor is loud when it
starts. But after the swing and motor sync, and quiets down. Assembly is pretty straightforward and should
take about 45 min. However there are around 20 or so steps depending on a model , so if you do buy one of
them, please give yourself some time to assemble it correctly so you and your baby can fully enjoy it. If the
motor indeed does not work properly or the clicking noise is caused by a mechanical failure, rest assured that
Fisher-Price will take good care of you. Just contact them, and if needed, they will replace the motor ASAP at
no charge, or do what needs to be done to make things right for you.
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4: Cradle: Buy Baby Cradle online at best prices in India - www.enganchecubano.com
The best beds for babies are full-sized cribs, so consider bassinets, cradles, and bedside sleepers with caution.
Bassinet and cradle manufacturers can voluntarily comply with the ASTM standard.

The aesthetic design and the many musical and swing features soothe your baby and make this swing a top
choice for many parents. The swiveling seat rotates, so your baby can enjoy a gentle side to side rocking
motion or front to back motion swing in different speed ranges. This cradle swing comes with amazing sound
tracks and sound effects, as well as songs. The songs are entertaining musical tracks designed specially to
provide your child with a combination of lullabies to lull your baby to sleep. These amazing toys move freely
and gently without human aid to pamper and fascinate the baby. This cradle swing has simply beautiful fabric
design. The assembly is quite easy and construction is very sturdy. Go to top Baby Swing Buying Guide baby
swings and the things that you need to consider when buying one. This guide will provide information about
the main components of a baby swing, types of swings you can decide on, and the main features to look for in
buying a baby swing. Go to top Baby Swing Features Although various baby swings are available on the
market these days, there are components that are generally present in all of them. First, a swing is designed to
secure the baby as a car seat belt harnesses the driver or the passenger. It has a cloth or padding where the
baby can be laid. It also provides a swinging movement that can calm a fussy baby. A baby swing is designed
for the baby to comfortably rest or even take a nap on. Most modern swings today come with special features
like different swinging directions, music options and hanging toys to entertain the baby. Go to top Types of
Baby Swings Choosing which baby swing to buy can pose some difficulty especially to first-time parents. In
addition to that, you need to consider the cost of the swing and the space that it occupies in your home. If you
do not have the slightest knowledge of what type of baby swing would be best for your baby and your home,
then here is the list of different types of swings and the advantages of each. Full-Size Baby Swings This type
of baby swing is typically large and can accommodate a weight of up to 25 pounds. Full-size swings are
elevated off the ground, comfortable, offer multiple swinging directions, and provide different music options.
Some swings of this type come with a canopy and some toys to entertain the baby. It is best for parents who
want to leave their children in one area while working or doing some chores. Furthermore, you can choose
from battery operated full swings and electric swings. Although this full-size baby swing provides enough
comfort and offers most features worth your money, this type can be costly and can take up space in your
home. Travel Baby Swings Portable, Foldable, and Convenient are the best features of this type of baby
swing. A travel baby swing is a convenience that you can bring wherever you and your baby goes. It is
lightweight, foldable, and obviously can be moved from one place to another. Travel swings are also lower to
the ground and are affordable. While a full-size swing offers a wide range of directions, music, and speed
options, a travel swing can only offer front-back movement and no music at all. However, the best part about
it is it does not require too much space in your house; plus you can soothe your baby in the most economical
way. Baby Swing Bouncers Although bouncers do not really swing, it is still a type of baby swing. A bouncer
is a simple but also effective option to soothe babies. The traditional bouncer swing has a vibration feature,
music options and toys just like other swings have. It provides rocking movements that help babies to calm
and sleep soundly. Bouncers can be economical or pricey depending on the features it offers. Go to top Factors
to Consider Before Buying a Baby Swing After knowing the different types of swings you can choose from, it
is finally time that you know what are the factors that you need to consider in buying. Regardless of the type
of baby swing you opt to buy, these factors or features should be carefully assessed. Baby Swing Safety In
looking for a perfect baby swing, safety should be on the top of your priority list. Choose a baby swing that
provides a five-point harness instead of three-point harness. Furthermore, it is also not safe to buy an upright
baby swing for your newborn as it can cause head injuries. Reclining swings are applicable to older infants
that can hold their heaps up without any assistance. Baby Swing Comfort Go for a swing that has ample
padding on it. There are swings also that have pillows that can be taken out if there is a need for more space
for the baby. There are swings that have multiple rocking motions in different speeds that can soothe your
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baby. Moreover, some swings also provide music to lull the baby to sleep and some toys to keep the baby
entertained. Baby Swing Power Source Different swings that are battery-operated are available on the market
today. These battery-operated swings can be rechargeable while others come with AC adapters for more
convenient use. If you opt for a battery-operated swing, always make sure to buy a model that uses batteries
that can be used for a longer time. Baby Swing Durability A wide range of beautifully designed baby swings
are available today; each claims to provide comfort for your baby. However, you also need to consider the
durability of the material you are about to buy. Swings made out of poor materials are not just going to waste
your money but can also compromise the safety of your baby. Therefore, choose a swing that is sturdy and is
made of good materials. Always search the internet for manufacturers that use high quality materials for their
products. Baby Swing Versatility You may want to choose a baby swing that can be moved from one point in
your house to another. There are swings that are portable and are easy to fold, so buying one is not difficult. In
addition, a swing that has different seat adjustment options will allow you to position your baby in either
upright or recline. Best Place to Buy a Baby Swing? Places where you can buy a baby swing are not that
difficult to find nowadays. You can go to your nearest shopping mall to buy one or you can opt for online
stores that offer different types of swings for your baby. Amazon is a great place and we link to the best
products on Amazon directly. Buying a baby swing is not as easy as it seems. Although you might be
overwhelmed with the variety of products on the market, always consider the important factors when buying
one. The durability of the materials, ease of use, and the comfort it can give to your baby are very important.
Moreover, the most important consideration is the safety that comes along with the product. It pays off to be
cautious in buying a baby swing. After all, it is a real lifesaver whenever your little one gets fussy at times.
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5: Best Baby Swing in - Reviews and Ratings
Consuming Kids outlines, with considerable passion, what we must do to protect our children from becoming prey in an
out-of-control culture of commercialism. It should be read by every parent, policymaker, and professional who works with
children.

Oct 6, Bassinet Reviews and Buying Guide: Parents have a lot of things to get ready in their house when they
are expecting a new baby. Perhaps the biggest thing to take care of is where the baby will actually be sleeping
during the first few months after they are born. Some parents choose to put their newborns into a crib right
away, but many go with a smaller bassinet that sits next to their beds. A bassinet is perfect, although they are
not an essential piece of baby furniture. Other baby beds similar to bassinets are cradles, co-sleepers, and
moses baskets. Each is slightly different in design, but most perform the same function. We put our first child
into a crib that was in our master bedroom, but when our 2nd child came along we decided to go with a
bassinet. Bassinets and cradles are the most common types of infant beds and they are really meant to be
temporary until the baby is big enough to be in a larger crib. A bassinet is more stationary, while a cradle
might have a rocking feature to it. However, you may find a baby bassinet that has a gentle vibrate mode
which helps sooth the baby to sleep. Both are for infants from birth to 4 to 6 months of age. Look for a
bassinet with solid construction and a sturdy base. Bassinets often include things like a half-canopy that is
removable, musical mobiles, and wheels so you can move it from room to room if you wish. Cradles are small
like bassinets but usually have the ability to rock back and forth since the base has curved wood. They tend to
be heavier than bassinets and thus harder to move around. A bedside sleeper is perhaps the most convenient
baby bed for a mother who is nursing her newborn. The cosleeper, as they are called, attach to the main bed so
the parents have quick access to the child in the night. All these options make for some confusion, but we
advise you to go to your local Babys R Us or similar kids furniture store and check out the designs and
varieties. As for safety with infant beds and bedding, there are lots of things to consider. When it comes to
bassinet mattresses, make sure you fit no more than 2 fingers between the side of the cradle and the mattress.
Consumer Reports has an excellent article online about baby beds and safety guidelines which you should read
before buying anything, you can find it HERE. If you are looking for reviews on bassinets, you can find some
informative consumer feedback at Amazon. You can browse the top selling baby bassinets here. This wooden
bassinet has it all with a storage area below the bassinet for bottles, diapers, etc. It will play 5 songs, 5 sounds,
vibrate, and it even includes a nice nightlight. The canopy covers about half way over the bassinet to keep out
excess light. The wheels make it easy to move around rooms and they are able to be locked in position for
safety. Some parents say the vibration mode is a touch noisy and the sounds are a little morphed. For anyone
wanting a more traditional wicker bassinet, we found a very basic one online at Ababy. Features include
locking casters, storage tray down below, and it even converts to a rocking position. Cradles for babies have
always represented such an old fashioned idea for me. If you go to Ababy. There is some assembly required
and it does include the mattress. The reviews are a bit mixed on the Fisher Price bassinet, but it still remains a
top seller. Some parents are aware that a bassinet is only used for about 4 months and prefer not to waste
money on an expensive model when they can just buy a reasonable "moses basket" as they are called. The top
seller of moses baskets is probably a company called Badger Basket which has their products available in
stores like Walmart. The baskets are easy to travel with and very portable. Just carry them by the handles that
are woven into the sides. Amazon carries a nice selection - view the top rated moses baskets as ranked by
owners here. Graco 3 in 1 Bassinet: It was actually a bedside sleeper, bassinet and changing table all in one. I
did find some of the Graco bassinets on Craigslist that were selling at a huge discount compared to the brand
new products. One of the closest products I could find that are similar to the 3 in 1 bassinet was on Amazon.
There are over reviews online for this Graco bassinet and playard combination. The CoSleeper fits beds that
are 22" to 24" high and it converts into a changing table or play yard. Some owners do mention that it has too
many parts and pieces and putting it together is "cumbersome". We would say that if you are handy with
assembling things, then this bedside sleeper is for you.
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6: Best Baby Bassinets
While it's true that babies like to be rocked to sleep, we don't recommend using a cradle that rocks vigorously, and you
should never leave a baby alone in a rocking cradle.

Thursday, March 20, - 4: Here, we seek to guide industries in transitioning their products and manufacturing
to participate and profit in a new industrial revolution. C2C then certifies these products at one of five award
levels â€” Basic, Bronze, Silver, Gold or Platinum â€” depending on how well the product addresses material
health, material reuse, renewable energy use, water stewardship and social fairness. We were inspired by what
we heard, and have shared some of their stories below. A fabric that helps strawberries grow, with production
methods that clean water There is more concern lately about fashion and its impact on human health, the
environment and workers. Susan Lyons of the New York-based design firm Designtex was ahead of the curve.
In , she decided to develop a collection of ecological fabrics. At that time, no one knew exactly what a "green"
fabric should be. A partnership then emerged among Designtex; William McDonough and his colleague,
Michael Braungart; and the Swiss textile mill Rohner to develop upholstery with remnants that would not be
considered hazardous waste. Braungart analyzed more than 8, chemical formulations commonly used in textile
production, then selected a mere 38 that he deemed safe for human and environmental health. These were the
dyes and process chemicals allowed to be used in the production of Climatex upholstery. By producing new
fabrics designed to decompose safely, the mill saved scraps and turned them into felt, avoiding costly disposal
fees. Local strawberry farmers used this felt as ground cover for their crops. Designtex has expanded its
Climatex offering to some 20 styles and Climatex was awarded Gold level C2C certification. A compostable
diaper meant to benefit babies and the planet According to gDiapers, other "eco" diapers have compostable
parts or use natural dyes, but still contain polypropylene or polyethylene plastic. These plastics persist in the
environment long after disposal, with no ability to break down and rejoin the ecological cycle. The company
says it took eight years in business and "some honest reckoning" to affirm its goal of eliminating plastics from
its diaper inserts. They fit into colorful, reusable gPants to make a system that is part disposable, part reusable.
The wet disposable inserts are meant to break down within home compost in three months. The product is
rated C2C Silver. He imagined designing a new kind of bottle, with a reusable upper bottle attached to a
replaceable concentrate refill pod. The intent of this radical design? To usher in a new era of "easy to mix with
water" cleaning concentrates that are affordable, convenient and dramatically less wasteful. According to
Replenish, "The single-use mindset costs consumers hundreds of millions of dollars in wasted energy and
plastic spent on transporting and packaging water that could easily be added at home instead of in the factory.
To create the Replenish Refillable Bottle System, Foster worked with experts to develop a new manufacturing
approach and to find materials durable enough for many cycles of reuse. The strategy was successful and
Replenish announced its award of C2C gold certification in Beautiful countertops made with safe pigments
IceStone says it has been a leading manufacturer of sustainable durable surfaces since , with products made of
percent recycled glass, Portland cement and non-toxic pigments and received C2C Silver certification in It
worked with pigment suppliers to find inorganic options that would create a similar hue and color. In ,
IceStone installed a large-capacity water recycling system in its facility, which it says has saved several
million gallons of fresh water each year. For more examples, check out our " 50 days of Innovation "
campaign. The institute is also accepting applications to join the revisions process advisory group for version
4. Lead image of fabric design via Designtex Topics:
7: Best Bassinets - Bassinet Reviews - Baby Cradle - Moses Basket
#2 - Fisher Price Starlight Papasan Cradle Swing. View on Amazon. Fisher Price Starlight Papasan Cradle Swing
Overview. The Fisher-Price Papasan Cradle Swing is the perfect answer to calm an agitated or crying baby, or indeed
help them get off to sleep so that parents can have some time to themselves.
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8: Best Bassinet Buying Guide - Consumer Reports
Consumer Reports recommends that parents use only the mattress that came with the cradle. Adding a different one
may create too large of a space between the mattress and the cradle's edges, raising the risk for suffocation between
the edge of the cradle and the mattress.

9: 25 Best Baby Brands
Brand licensed toys accounted for $ billion in [15] In their effort to establish cradle-to-grave brand loyalty and promote
nagging, marketers even target babies through licensed toys and accessories featuring media characters.[16] â€¢.
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